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Reason for change: a R1: Full alignment to RNSAP.

R0: The specification currently contains 2 conflicting sentences in the
Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation and the Unsynchronised
Radio Link Reconfiguration procedures:
- "In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY(RESPONSE) message, the
Node B shall include the RL Information Response IE for each affected Radio Link."
- "In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the
Node B, the RL Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined
RLs."
In a multi-vendor environment, an RNC vendor a Node B vendor may have
selected one sentence or the other in order to implement their behaviour.
Implementations based on one or the other sentence will most probably
encounter IOT blocking situations.
Let's, for instance, assume a reconfiguration adding a DSCH and a DCH, a Node
B implementing the first sentence may well answer with one RL Information
Response IE (e.g. for the reference RL used in Radio Link Setup procedure)
containing the DCH Information Response IE and one RL Information Response
IE (e.g. for the RL on which the PDSCH is transmitted, assuming it is different)
containing the DSCH Information Response IE. An RNC basing its
implementation on the second sentence would not expect that behaviour and
would consider such an answer as a logical error, thus rejecting the procedure.

Summary of change:a The specification is corrected so as to be unambiguous. It is corrected in line with
the RNSAP specification which does not specifically refer to the RL Information
Response IE but to the  IEs included in it.
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Thus this CR removes any reference to RL Information Response IE only taking
interest in the IEs that have to be included in it. This prevents the RNC from
expecting any behaviour from the Node B with regards to the inclusion of RL
Information Response IE thus removing any risk fo IOT issue.

Impact Analysis:

Impact assessment towards the previous version of the specification (same
release): this CR has isolated impact on the previous version of the specification
(same release) because only one function is impacted.
This CR has an impact under the functional point of view.
The impact can be considered as isolated as it affects only one function, namely
the reconfiguration of Radio Links.

Consequences if a

not approved:
The conflicting sentences will remain in the specification, thus creating potential
IOT issues between vendors's equipments depending on their interpretation of
the specification.

Clauses affected: a 8.3.2.2, 8.3.5.2, 9.1.43, 9.1.48

Y N
Other specs a X  Other core specifications a 25.433  v 4.5.0   CR 738r1

25.433  v 5.1.0   CR 739r1
Affected: X  Test specifications

X  O&M Specifications

Other comments: a

How to create CRs using this form:
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.
Below is a brief summary:

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked a contain pop-up help information about the field that they are
closest to.

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to
the change request.
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8.3.2 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation

8.3.2.1 General

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio
Link(s) related to one Node B Communication Context.

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1.

8.3.2.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

Figure 30: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control
Port assigned for this Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according
to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other
specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A.

DCH Modification:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Modify IE, then the Node B
shall treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the Node B should store this information for
this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising
between different frames in the downlink on the radio interface in congestion situations within the Node B once
the new configuration has been activated.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the UL of a DCH, the Node B shall apply the
new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the DL of a DCH, the Node B shall apply the
new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the DCHs
to Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only
if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-
ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set
of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in
the new configuration.
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- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in
the new configuration.

- [TDD – If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B
shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B
shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.]

DCH Addition:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Add IE, then the Node B shall
treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs to Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the DCHs to
Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only if it
can include all of them in the new configuration.

- [FDD – For DCHs which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs with the QE-Selector IE set to "selected",
the Transport channel BER from that DCH shall be the base for the QE in the UL data frames. If no Transport
channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16]. If
the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE in the UL data
frames, ref. [16].]

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-Selector IE set to
"selected" shall be used for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [16]. [FDD – If no Transport channel BER is
available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16]. If all DCHs have
the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16].]

- The Node B should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the new configuration has
been activated.

- The Node B shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window Start Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window End Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- [TDD – The Node B shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the DL) in the Downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – The Node B shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the UL) in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Delete IE, the Node B shall not
include the referenced DCHs in the new configuration.

If all of the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs are requested to be deleted, the Node B shall not include
this set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

Physical Channel Modification:

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an UL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows: ]
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- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Uplink Scrambling Code IE, the Node B shall apply this
Uplink Scrambling Code to the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Min UL Channelisation Code Length IE, the Node B shall
apply the value in the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the contents of the Max Number of UL
DPDCHs IE (if it is included) in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the value for the
UL inner loop power control when the new configuration is being used.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply the value in the
uplink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the UL (if present) when reserving resources for the uplink of the
new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Uplink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new
Uplink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.]

- [FDD - If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Diversity Mode IE, the Node B shall apply diversity
according to the given value.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes an SSDT Cell Identity Length IE and/or an S-Field Length IE,
the Node B shall apply the values in the new configuration.]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL DPCH Information IE, the
Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the DL (if it is present) when reserving resources for the downlink
of the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE or the TFCI Presence IE, the
Node B shall use the information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the DL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new
Downlink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Multiplexing Position IE, the Node B shall apply the
indicated multiplexing type in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Used", the Node B shall,
if supported, use Limited Power Increase according to ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power
control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Not Used", the Node B
shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH Code Mapping IE, then the Node B shall apply the
defined mapping between TFCI values and PDSCH channelisation codes.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH RL ID IE, then the Node B shall infer that the
PDSCH for the specified user will be transmitted on the defined radio link.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern
Sequence Information IE, the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context
is deleted.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Modification]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL CCTrCH to Modify or DL
CCTrCH to Modify IE, then the Node B shall treat them each as follows:]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any of the TFCS IE, TFCI coding IE or Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply
these as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this CCTrCH are still applicable.]
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- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Add IE or DL DPCH To Add IE, the Node B shall include this
DPCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Delete IE or DL DPCH To Delete IE, the Node B shall remove this
DPCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Modify IE or DL DPCH To Modify IE and includes any of the
Repetition Period IE, Repetition Length IE or TDD DPCH Offset IE, or the message includes UL/DL Timeslot
Information and includes any of the Midamble Shift And Burst Type IE, Time Slot IE or TFCI Presence IE, or the
message includes UL/DL Code information and includes TDD Channelisation Code IE, the Node B shall apply
these specified information elements as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this DPCH
configuration are still applicable.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Addition]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL CCTrCH To Add IE or DL
CCTrCH To Add IE, the Node B shall include this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

[TDD – If the UL/DL CCTrCH To Add IE includes any UL/DL DPCH Information IE, the Node B shall reserve
necessary resources for the new configuration of the UL/DL DPCH(s) according to the parameters given in the
message.]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL CCTrCH To Add IE, the Node
B shall set the TPC step size of that CCTrCH to the same value as the lowest numbered DL CCTrCH in the current
configuration.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Deletion]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL or DL CCTrCH to be
deleted , the Node B shall remove this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

DSCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DSCH To Add, DSCH To Modify or
DSCH To Delete IE, then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the indicated DSCH channels
to/from the radio link, in the same way as the DCH info is used to add/modify/release DCHs.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message both the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE for the transport bearer to be established for each DSCH.

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE,
then the Node B shall support the establishment of a transport bearer on which the DSCH TFCI Signaling control
frames shall be received if one does not already exist or shall apply the new values if such a bearer does already exist
for this Node B Communication Context. The Binding ID IE and Transport Layer Address IE of any new bearer to be
set up for this purpose shall be returned in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message. If the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message specifies that the TFCI2 transport bearer is to be deleted, then the
Node B shall release the resources associated with that bearer in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the TFCI Signalling Mode IE within the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message indicates
that there shall be a hard split on the TFCI field but a TFCI2 transport bearer has not already been set up and TFCI2
Bearer Information IE is not included in the message, then the Node B shall transmit the TFCI2 field with zero power
in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the TFCI Signalling Mode IE within the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message indicates
that there shall be a hard split on the TFCI and the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE is included in the message, then the
Node B shall transmit the TFCI2 field with zero power until Synchronisation is achieved on the TFCI2 transport bearer
and the first valid DSCH TFCI Signalling control frame is received on this bearer in the new configuration (see ref.
[24]).]

[TDD – USCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes USCH information for the
USCHs to be added/modified/deleted then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the
indicated USCH channels to/from the radio link, in the same way as the DCH info is used to add/modify/release
DCHs.]
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- [TDD – The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message both the
Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE for the transport bearer to be established for each USCH.]

RL Information:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the RL Information IE, the Node B shall treat
it as follows:

- [FDD – When more than one DL DPDCH are assigned per RL, the segmented physical channel shall be mapped
on to DL DPDCHs according to [8]. When p number of DL DPDCHs are assigned to each RL, the first pair of
DL Scrambling Code and FDD DL Channelisation Code Number corresponds to "PhCH number 1", the second
to "PhCH number 2", and so on until the pth to "PhCH number p".]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active in the UE", the Node B
may activate SSDT using the SSDT Cell Identity IE in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT not Active in the UE", the Node
B shall deactivate SSDT in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes a DL Code Information IE containing a DL Scrambling Code IE, the
Node B shall apply the values in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequence Code Information IE in the
DL Code Information IE for any of the allocated DL Channelisation Codes, the Node B shall apply the alternate
scrambling code as indicated whenever the downlink compressed mode method SF/2 is active in the new
configuration.]

- If the RL Information IE includes the Maximum DL Power and/or the Minimum DL Power IEs, the Node B shall
apply the values in the new configuration. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k), as described in ref.[10]
subclause 5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

- [TDD – If the RL Information IE includes the Initial DL Transmission Power IE, the Node B shall apply the
given power to the transmission on each DPCH of the CCTrCH when starting transmission on a new CCTrCH
until the UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is achieved for the CCTrCH. If no Initial DL Transmission
Power IE is included with a new CCTrCH, the Node B shall use any transmission power level currently used on
already existing CCTrCHs when starting transmission for a new CCTrCH. No inner loop power control shall be
performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to the inner loop power control (see
ref.[22], subclause 4.2.3.3).]

[TDD - PDSCH RL ID]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the PDSCH RL ID IE then in
the new configuration the Node B shall use the PDSCH and/or PUSCH in this radio link.]

General

If the requested modifications are allowed by the Node B and the Node B has successfully reserved the required
resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s), it shall respond to the CRNC with the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION READY message. When this procedure has been completed successfully there exists a
Prepared Reconfiguration, as defined in subclause 3.1.

In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message, the Node B shall include the RL Information Response
IE for each affected Radio Link.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message the Transport Layer Address
IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE for any Transport Channel being added or any Transport
Channel being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator
IE.

In case of a DCH requiring a new transport bearer on Iub, the Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE shall
be included in the IE DCH Information Response IE.

In the case of a set of co-ordinated DCHs requiring a new transport bearer on the Iub interface, the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the DCH in the
set of co-ordinated DCHs.
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In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the Node B, the RL Information Response
IE shall be included only for one of the combined RLs. The Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the
DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links.

8.3.2.3 Unsuccessful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE

Figure 31: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Unsuccessful Operation

If the Node B cannot reserve the necessary resources for all the new DCHs of one set of co-ordinated DCHs requested
to be added, it shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed.

If the requested Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure fails for one or more RLs, the Node B
shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC, indicating the reason for failure.

Typical cause values are as follows:

Radio Network Layer Cause

- UL SF not supported

- DL SF not supported

- Downlink Shared Channel Type not supported

- Uplink Shared Channel Type not supported

- CM not supported

- Number of DL codes not supported

- Number of UL codes not supported

Transport Layer Cause

- Transport Resources Unavailable

Miscellaneous Cause

- O&M Intervention

- Control processing overload

- HW failure

8.3.2.4 Abnormal Conditions

If only a subset of all the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs is requested to be deleted, the Node B shall
regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed and shall send the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

If more than one DCH of a set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected" [TDD – or no DCH of a
set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected"], the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio
Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as failed and shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
FAILURE message.
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[FDD - If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active in the UE" and SSDT is not
active in the current configuration, the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation
procedure as failed if the UL DPCH Information IE does not include the SSDT Cell Identity Length IE. In this case, it
shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE
with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, and if the DCHs in the DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE do not have the
same Transmission Time Interval IE in the Semi-Static Transport Format Information IE, then the Node B shall reject
the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.
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8.3.5 Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration

8.3.5.1 General

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used to reconfigure Radio Link(s) related to one UE-
UTRAN connection within a Node B.

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used when there is no need to synchronise the time of the
switching from the old to the new configuration in one Node B used for a UE-UTRAN connection with any other Node
B also used for the UE–UTRAN connection.

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists,
as defined in subclause 3.1.

8.3.5.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

Figure 34: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Procedure, Successful Operation

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control Port
assigned for this Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall modify the configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in
the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A.

DCH Modification:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Modify IE, then the Node B
shall treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the Node B should store this information for
this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising
between different frames in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the
new configuration has been activated.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the UL, the Node B shall apply the new
Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the DL, the Node B shall apply the new
Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, then the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the
DCHs To Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B
shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the
new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall
apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.
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- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall
apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
DL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Downlink of this DCH in the
new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
UL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Addition:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCH To Add IE, the Node B shall
reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the
message and include these DCHs in the new configuration. In particular:

- If a DCHs To Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs for a DCH to be added, the Node B shall treat the
DCHs in the DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- [FDD - For DCHs which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs with the QE-Selector IE set to "selected",
the Node B shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCHas the base for the QE in the UL data frames. If
no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE
[16]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE in the UL
data frames, ref. [16].]

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" as the QE in the UL data frames [16]. [FDD – If no Transport channel BER is
available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE [16]. If all DCHs have the
QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE [16].]

- The Node B should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the new configuration has
been activated.

- The Node B shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window Start Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window End Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
DL of a DCH to be added, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
UL of a DCH to be added, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCH to be deleted from the Radio
Link(s), the Node B shall not include this DCH in the new configuration.

If all of the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs are requested to be deleted, the Node B shall not include
this set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.
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[FDD - Physical Channel Modification:]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes an UL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCS IE for the UL, the Node B shall apply the new TFCS
in the Uplink of the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes a DL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes on the TFCS IE for the DL, the Node B shall apply the new
TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE, the Node B shall use the
information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Used", the Node B shall,
if supported, use Limited Power Increase according to ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power
control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Not Used", the Node B
shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern
Sequence Information IE, the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context
is deleted.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Modification]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any UL CCTrCH To Modify IE or
DL CCTrCH To Modify IE in the Radio Link(s), the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration
of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the message.]

[TDD – If the UL/DL CCTrCH To Modify IE includes TFCS IE and/or Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply these
as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this CCTrCH are still applicable.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Deletion]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any UL CCTrCH To Delete IE or
DL CCTrCH To Delete IE, the Node B shall not include this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

RL Information:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the RL Information IE, the Node B shall
treat it as follows:

- If the RL Information IE includes the Maximum DL Power IE, the Node B shall apply this value to the new
configuration and never transmit with a higher power on any Downlink DPCH of the Radio Link once the new
configuration is being used. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k), as described in ref.[10] subclause
5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

- If the RL Information IE includes the Minimum DL Power IE, the Node B shall apply this value to the new
configuration and not transmit with a lower power on any Downlink DPCH of the Radio Link once the new
configuration is being used.

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequence Code Information IE in the
DL Code Information IE for any of the allocated DL Channelisation Codes, the Node B shall apply the alternate
scrambling code as indicated whenever the downlink compressed mode method SF/2 is active in the new
configuration.]

General
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If the requested modifications are allowed by the Node B, the Node B has successfully allocated the required resources,
and changed to the new configuration, it shall respond to the CRNC with the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
RESPONSE message.

In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message, the Node B shall include the RL Information
Response IE for each affected Radio Link.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE for any Transport Channel being added or any
Transport Channel being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request
Indicator IE. The detailed frame protocol handling during transport bearer replacement is described in [16], subclause
5.10.1.

In the case of a set of co-ordinated DCHs requiring a new transport bearer on the Iub interface, the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the DCH in the
set of coordinated DCHs.

In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the Node B, the RL Information Response
IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links. The Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE
in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links.

8.3.5.3 Unsuccessful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE

Figure 35: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure, Unsuccessful Operation

If the Node B cannot allocate the necessary resources for all the new DCHs of one set of co-ordinated DCHs requested
to be set-up, it shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed.

If the requested Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure fails for one or more Radio Link(s), the Node B
shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC, indicating the reason for failure.

Typical cause values are as follows:

Radio Network Layer Cause

- CM not supported

Transport Layer Cause

- Transport Resources Unavailable

Miscellaneous Cause

- O&M Intervention

- Control processing overload

- HW failure

8.3.5.4 Abnormal Conditions

If only a subset of all the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs is requested to be deleted, the Node B shall
regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed and shall send the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.
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[FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the DL Code Information IE and this IE includes DL Scrambling Code and
FDD DL Channelisation Code Number IEs not matching the DL Channelisation code(s) already allocated to the Radio
Link identified by RL ID IE, then the Node B shall consider the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure
as having failed and it shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

If more than one DCH of a set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected" [TDD – or no DCH of a
set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected"], the Node B shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio
Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as failed and shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
FAILURE message.

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes a DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE
with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, and if the DCHs in the DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE do not have the
same Transmission Time Interval IE in the Semi-Static Transport Format Information IE, then the Node B shall reject
the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.
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9.1.43 RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

IE/Group Name Presence Range IE Type
and

Reference

Semantics
Description

Criticality Assigned
Criticality

Message Discriminator M 9.2.1.45 –

Message Type M 9.2.1.46 YES reject

Transaction ID M 9.2.1.62 –

CRNC Communication
Context ID

M 9.2.1.18 The reserved
value “All
CRNCCC” shall
not be used.

YES ignore

RL Information Response 0..<maxno
ofRLs>

Only one RL
information
response group
for one group of
combined RLs
shall be present

EACH ignore

>RL ID M 9.2.1.53 –

>DCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.20C YES ignore

>DSCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.27A YES ignore

>USCH Information
Response

O 9.2.3.29 TDD only YES ignore

>TFCI2 Bearer Information
Response

O 9.2.2.49A FDD only.
There shall be
only one TFCI2
bearer per
Node B
Communication
Context.

–

Criticality Diagnostics O 9.2.1.17 YES ignore

Range Bound Explanation
maxnoofRLs Maximum number of RLs for a UE
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9.1.48 RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

IE/Group Name Presence Range IE Type
and

Reference

Semantics
Description

Criticality Assigned
Criticality

Message Discriminator M 9.2.1.45 –

Message Type M 9.2.1.46 YES reject

Transaction ID M 9.2.1.62 –

CRNC Communication
Context ID

M 9.2.1.18 The reserved
value “All
CRNCCC” shall
not be used.

YES ignore

RL Information Response 0..<maxno
ofRLs>

Only one RL
information
response group
for one group of
combined RLs
shall be present

EACH ignore

>RL ID M 9.2.1.53 –

>DCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.20C YES ignore

Criticality Diagnostics O 9.2.1.17 YES ignore

Range Bound Explanation
maxnoofRLs Maximum number of RLs for a UE
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8.3.2 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation

8.3.2.1 General

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio
Link(s) related to one Node B Communication Context.

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1.

8.3.2.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

Figure 30: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control
Port assigned for this Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according
to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other
specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A.

DCH Modification:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Modify IE then the Node B
shall treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the Node B should store this information for
this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising
between different frames in the downlink on the radio interface in congestion situations within the Node B once
the new configuration has been activated.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the UL of a DCH, the Node B shall apply the
new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the DL of a DCH, the Node B shall apply the
new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IE, the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the DCHs
to Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only
if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-
ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set
of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in
the new configuration.
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- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in
the new configuration.

- [TDD – If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B
shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B
shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.]

DCH Addition:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Add IE then the Node B shall
treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs to Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the DCHs to
Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only if it
can include all of them in the new configuration.

- [FDD – For DCHs which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs with the QE-Selector IE set to "selected",
the Transport channel BER from that DCH shall be the base for the QE in the UL data frames. If no Transport
channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16]. If
the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE in the UL data
frames, ref. [16].]

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-Selector IE set to
"selected" shall be used for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [16]. [FDD – If no Transport channel BER is
available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16]. If all DCHs have
the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16].]

- The Node B should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the new configuration has
been activated.

- The Node B shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window Start Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window End Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- [TDD – The Node B shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the DL) in the Downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – The Node B shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the UL) in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Delete IE, the Node B shall not
include the referenced DCHs in the new configuration.

If all of the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs are requested to be deleted, the Node B shall not include
this set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

Physical Channel Modification:

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an UL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows: ]
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- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Uplink Scrambling Code IE, the Node B shall apply this
Uplink Scrambling Code to the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Min UL Channelisation Code Length IE, the Node B shall
apply the value in the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the contents of the Max Number of UL
DPDCHs IE (if it is included) in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the value for the
UL inner loop power control when the new configuration is being used.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply the value in the
uplink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the UL (if present) when reserving resources for the uplink of the
new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Uplink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new
Uplink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.]

- [FDD - If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Diversity Mode IE, the Node B shall apply diversity
according to the given value.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes an SSDT Cell Identity Length IE and/or an S-Field Length IE,
the Node B shall apply the values in the new configuration.]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL DPCH Information IE, the
Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the DL (if it is present) when reserving resources for the downlink
of the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE or the TFCI Presence IE, the
Node B shall use the information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the DL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new
Downlink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Multiplexing Position IE, the Node B shall apply the
indicated multiplexing type in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Used", the Node B shall,
if supported, use Limited Power Increase according to ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power
control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Not Used", the Node B
shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH Code Mapping IE, then the Node B shall apply the
defined mapping between TFCI values and PDSCH channelisation codes.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH RL ID IE, then the Node B shall infer that the
PDSCH for the specified user will be transmitted on the defined radio link.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern
Sequence Information IE, the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context
is deleted.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Modification]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL CCTrCH to Modify or DL
CCTrCH to Modify IE, then the Node B shall treat them each as follows:]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any of the TFCS IE, TFCI coding IE or Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply
these as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this CCTrCH are still applicable.]
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- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Add IE or DL DPCH To Add IE, the Node B shall include this
DPCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Delete IE or DL DPCH To Delete IE, the Node B shall remove this
DPCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Modify IE or DL DPCH To Modify IE and includes any of the
Repetition Period IE, Repetition Length IE or TDD DPCH Offset IE, or the message includes UL/DL Timeslot
Information and includes any of the [3.84Mcps TDD - Midamble Shift And Burst Type IE, Time Slot IE],
[1.28Mcps TDD - Midamble Shift LCR IE, Time Slot LCR IE], or TFCI Presence IE or the message includes
UL/DL Code information and includes [3.84Mcps TDD - TDD Channelisation Code IE], [1.28Mcps TDD -
TDD Channelisation Code LCR IE], the Node B shall apply these specified information elements as the new
values, otherwise the old values specified for this DPCH configuration are still applicable.]

- [1.28Mcps TDD – If the UL CCTrCH To Modify IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the
value for the UL inner loop power control according [19] and [21] when the new configuration is being used.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Addition]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL CCTrCH To Add IE or DL
CCTrCH To Add IE, the Node B shall include this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

[TDD – If the UL/DL CCTrCH To Add IE includes any UL/DL DPCH Information IE, the Node B shall reserve
necessary resources for the new configuration of the UL/DL DPCH(s) according to the parameters given in the
message.]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL CCTrCH To Add IE, the Node
B shall set the TPC step size of that CCTrCH to the same value as the lowest numbered DL CCTrCH in the current
configuration.]

[1.28Mcps TDD –The Node B shall use the UL SIR Target IE in the UL CCTrCH To Add IE as the UL SIR value for
the inner loop power control for this CCTrCH according [19] and [21] in the new configuration.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Deletion]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL or DL CCTrCH to be
deleted , the Node B shall remove this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

DSCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DSCH To Add, DSCH To Modify or
DSCH To Delete IE, then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the indicated DSCH channels
to/from the radio link, in the same way as the DCH info is used to add/modify/release DCHs.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message both the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE for the transport bearer to be established for each DSCH.

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE,
then the Node B shall support the establishment of a transport bearer on which the DSCH TFCI Signaling control
frames shall be received if one does not already exist or shall apply the new values if such a bearer does already exist
for this Node B Communication Context. The Binding ID IE and Transport Layer Address IE of any new bearer to be
set up for this purpose shall be returned in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message. If the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message specifies that the TFCI2 transport bearer is to be deleted, then the
Node B shall release the resources associated with that bearer in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the TFCI Signalling Mode IE within the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message indicates
that there shall be a hard split on the TFCI field but a TFCI2 transport bearer has not already been set up and TFCI2
Bearer Information IE is not included in the message, then the Node B shall transmit the TFCI2 field with zero power
in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the TFCI Signalling Mode IE within the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message indicates
that there shall be a hard split on the TFCI and the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE is included in the message, then the
Node B shall transmit the TFCI2 field with zero power until Synchronisation is achieved on the TFCI2 transport bearer
and the first valid DSCH TFCI Signalling control frame is received on this bearer in the new configuration (see ref.
[24]).]
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[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the DSCH Common Information IE,
the Node B shall treat it as follows:]

- [FDD - If the Enhanced DSCH PC Indicator IE is included and set to "Enhanced DSCH PC Active in the UE ",
the Node B shall activate enhanced DSCH power control in accordance with ref. [10] subclause 5.2.2, if
supported, using either:]

- [FDD - the SSDT Cell Identity for EDSCHPC IE in the RL Information IE, if the SSDT Cell Identity IE is not
included in the RL Information IE or]

- [FDD - the SSDT Cell Identity IE in the RL Information IE, if both the SSDT Cell Identity IE and the SSDT
Cell Identity for EDSCHPC IE are included in the RL Information IE.]

[FDD - together with the SSDT Cell Identity Length IE in UL DPCH Information IE, and Enhanced DSCH PC
IE, in the new configuration.]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Enhanced DSCH PC Indicator
IE set to "Enhanced DSCH PC not Active in the UE", the Node B shall deactivate enhanced DSCH power control in the
new configuration.]

[TDD – USCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes USCH information for the
USCHs to be added/modified/deleted then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the
indicated USCH channels to/from the radio link, in the same way as the DCH info is used to add/modify/release
DCHs.]

- [TDD – The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message both the
Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE for the transport bearer to be established for each USCH.]

RL Information:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the RL Information IE, the Node B shall treat
it as follows:

- [FDD – When more than one DL DPDCH are assigned per RL, the segmented physical channel shall be mapped
on to DL DPDCHs according to [8]. When p number of DL DPDCHs are assigned to each RL, the first pair of
DL Scrambling Code and FDD DL Channelisation Code Number corresponds to "PhCH number 1", the second
to "PhCH number 2", and so on until the pth to "PhCH number p".]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active in the UE", the Node B
may activate SSDT using the SSDT Cell Identity IE in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT not Active in the UE", the Node
B shall deactivate SSDT in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes a DL Code Information IE, the Node B shall apply the values in the
new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequence Code Information IE in the
DL Code Information IE for any of the allocated DL Channelisation Codes, the Node B shall apply the alternate
scrambling code as indicated whenever the downlink compressed mode method SF/2 is active in the new
configuration.]

- If the RL Information IE includes the Maximum DL Power and/or the Minimum DL Power IEs, the Node B shall
apply the values in the new configuration. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k) , as described in ref.[10]
subclause 5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

- [TDD – If the RL Information IE includes the Initial DL Transmission Power IE, the Node B shall apply the
given power to the transmission on each DPCH of the CCTrCH when starting transmission on a new CCTrCH
until the UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is achieved for the CCTrCH. If no Initial DL Transmission
Power IE is included with a new CCTrCH, the Node B shall use any transmission power level currently used on
already existing CCTrCHs when starting transmission for a new CCTrCH. No inner loop power control shall be
performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to the inner loop power control (see
ref.[22], subclause 4.2.3.3).]
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[TDD - PDSCH RL ID]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the PDSCH RL ID IE then in
the new configuration the Node B shall use the PDSCH and/or PUSCH in this radio link.]

General

If the requested modifications are allowed by the Node B and the Node B has successfully reserved the required
resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s), it shall respond to the CRNC with the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION READY message. When this procedure has been completed successfully there exists a
Prepared Reconfiguration, as defined in subclause 3.1.

In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message, the Node B shall include the RL Information Response
IE for each affected Radio Link.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message the Transport Layer Address
IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE for any Transport Channel being added or any Transport
Channel being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator
IE.

In case of a DCH requiring a new transport bearer on Iub, the Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE shall
be included in the IE DCH Information Response IE.

In the case of a set of co-ordinated DCHs requiring a new transport bearer on the Iub interface, the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the DCH in the
set of co-ordinated DCHs.

In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the Node B,the RL Information Response
IE shall be included only for one of the combined RLs. T the Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the
DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links.

8.3.2.3 Unsuccessful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE

Figure 31: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Unsuccessful Operation

If the Node B cannot reserve the necessary resources for all the new DCHs of one set of co-ordinated DCHs requested
to be added, it shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed.

If the requested Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure fails for one or more RLs, the Node B
shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC, indicating the reason for failure.

Typical cause values are as follows:

Radio Network Layer Cause

- UL SF not supported

- DL SF not supported

- Downlink Shared Channel Type not supported

- Uplink Shared Channel Type not supported

- CM not supported
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- Number of DL codes not supported

- Number of UL codes not supported

Transport Layer Cause

- Transport Resources Unavailable

Miscellaneous Cause

- O&M Intervention

- Control processing overload

- HW failure

8.3.2.4 Abnormal Conditions

If only a subset of all the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs is requested to be deleted, the Node B shall
regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed and shall send the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

If more than one DCH of a set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected" [TDD – or no DCH of a
set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected"], the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio
Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as failed and shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
FAILURE message.

[FDD - If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active in the UE" and SSDT is not
active in the current configuration, the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation
procedure as failed if the UL DPCH Information IE does not include the SSDT Cell Identity Length IE. In this case, it
shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE
with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, and if the DCHs in the DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE do not have the
same Transmission Time Interval IE in the Semi-Static Transport Format Information IE, then the Node B shall reject
the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.
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8.3.5 Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration

8.3.5.1 General

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used to reconfigure Radio Link(s) related to one UE-
UTRAN connection within a Node B.

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used when there is no need to synchronise the time of the
switching from the old to the new configuration in one Node B used for a UE-UTRAN connection with any other Node
B also used for the UE–UTRAN connection.

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists,
as defined in subclause 3.1.

8.3.5.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

Figure 34: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Procedure, Successful Operation

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control Port
assigned for this Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall modify the configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in
the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A.

DCH Modification:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Modify IE then the Node B
shall treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the Node B should store this information for
this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising
between different frames in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the
new configuration has been activated.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the UL, the Node B shall apply the new
Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the DL, the Node B shall apply the new
Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, then the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the
DCHs Tto Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B
shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the
new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall
apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.
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- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall
apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
DL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Downlink of this DCH in the
new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
UL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Addition:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCH To Add IE, the Node B shall
reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the
message and include these DCHs in the new configuration. In particular:

- If a DCHs To Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs for a DCH to be added, the Node B shall treat the
DCHs in the DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- [FDD - For DCHs which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs with the QE-Selector IE set to "selected",
the Node B shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCHas the base for the QE in the UL data frames. If
no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE
[16]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE in the UL
data frames, ref. [16].]

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" as the QE in the UL data frames [16]. [FDD – If no Transport channel BER is
available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE [16]. If all DCHs have the
QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE [16].]

- The Node B should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the new configuration has
been activated.

- The Node B shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window Start Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window End Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
DL of a DCH to be added, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the
UL of a DCH to be added, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCH to be deleted from the Radio
Link(s), the Node B shall not include this DCH in the new configuration.

If all of the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs are requested to be deleted, the Node B shall not include
this set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.
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[FDD - Physical Channel Modification:]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes an UL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCS IE for the UL, the Node B shall apply the new TFCS
in the Uplink of the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes a DL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes on the TFCS IE for the DL, the Node B shall apply the new
TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE, the Node B shall use the
information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Used", the Node B shall,
if supported, use Limited Power Increase according to ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power
control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Not Used", the Node B
shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern
Sequence Information IE, the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context
is deleted.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Modification]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any UL CCTrCH To Modify IE or
DL CCTrCH To Modify IE in the Radio Link(s), the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration
of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the message.]

[TDD – If the UL/DL CCTrCH To Modify IE includes TFCS IE and/or Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply these
as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this CCTrCH are still applicable.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Deletion]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any UL CCTrCH To Delete IE or
DL CCTrCH To Delete IE, the Node B shall not include this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

RL Information:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the RL Information IE, the Node B shall
treat it as follows:

- If the RL Information IE includes the Maximum DL Power IE, the Node B shall apply this value to the new
configuration and not transmit with a higher power on any Downlink DPCH of the Radio Link once the new
configuration is being used. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k), as described in ref.[10] subclause
5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

- If the RL Information IE includes the Minimum DL Power IE, the Node B shall apply this value to the new
configuration and never transmit with a lower power on any Downlink Channelisation Code of the Radio Link
once the new configuration is being used.

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequence Code Information IE in the
DL Code Information IE for any of the allocated DL Channelisation Codes, the Node B shall apply the alternate
scrambling code as indicated whenever the downlink compressed mode method SF/2 is active in the new
configuration.]

General
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If the requested modifications are allowed by the Node B, the Node B has successfully allocated the required resources,
and changed to the new configuration, it shall respond to the CRNC with the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
RESPONSE message.

In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message, the Node B shall include the RL Information
Response IE for each affected Radio Link.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE for any Transport Channel being added or any
Transport Channel being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request
Indicator IE. The detailed frame protocol handling during transport bearer replacement is described in [16], subclause
5.10.1.

In the case of a set of co-ordinated DCHs requiring a new transport bearer on the Iub interface, the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the DCH in the
set of coordinated DCHs.

In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the Node B, the RL Information Response
IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links. The Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE
in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links.

8.3.5.3 Unsuccessful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE

Figure 35: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure, Unsuccessful Operation

If the Node B cannot allocate the necessary resources for all the new DCHs of one set of co-ordinated DCHs requested
to be set-up, it shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed.

If the requested Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure fails for one or more Radio Link(s), the Node B
shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC, indicating the reason for failure.

Typical cause values are as follows:

Radio Network Layer Cause

- CM not supported

Transport Layer Cause

- Transport Resources Unavailable

Miscellaneous Cause

- O&M Intervention

- Control processing overload

- HW failure

8.3.5.4 Abnormal Conditions

If only a subset of all the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs is requested to be deleted, the Node B shall
regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed and shall send the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.
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[FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the DL Code Information IE and this IE includes DL Scrambling Code and
FDD DL Channelisation Code Number IEs not matching the DL Channelisation code(s) already allocated to the Radio
Link identified by RL ID IE, then the Node B shall consider the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure
as having failed and it shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

If more than one DCH of a set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected" [TDD – or no DCH of a
set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected"], the Node B shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio
Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as failed and shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
FAILURE message.

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes a DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE
with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, and if the DCHs in the DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE do not have the
same Transmission Time Interval IE in the Semi-Static Transport Format Information IE, then the Node B shall reject
the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.
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9.1.43 RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

IE/Group Name Presence Range IE Type
and

Reference

Semantics
Description

Criticality Assigned
Criticality

Message Discriminator M 9.2.1.45 –

Message Type M 9.2.1.46 YES reject

Transaction ID M 9.2.1.62 –

CRNC Communication
Context ID

M 9.2.1.18 The reserved
value “All
CRNCCC” shall
not be used.

YES ignore

RL Information Response 0..<maxno
ofRLs>

Only one RL
information
response group
for one group of
combined RLs
shall be present

EACH ignore

>RL ID M 9.2.1.53 –

>DCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.20C YES ignore

>DSCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.27A YES ignore

>USCH Information
Response

O 9.2.3.29 TDD only YES ignore

>TFCI2 Bearer Information
Response

O 9.2.2.49A FDD only:
There shall be
only one TFCI2
bearer per
Node B
Communication
Context.

–

Criticality Diagnostics O 9.2.1.17 YES ignore

Range Bound Explanation
maxnoofRLs Maximum number of RLs for a UE
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9.1.48 RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

IE/Group Name Presence Range IE Type
and

Reference

Semantics
Description

Criticality Assigned
Criticality

Message Discriminator M 9.2.1.45 –

Message Type M 9.2.1.46 YES reject

Transaction ID M 9.2.1.62 –

CRNC Communication
Context ID

M 9.2.1.18 The reserved
value “All
CRNCCC” shall
not be used.

YES ignore

RL Information Response 0..<maxno
ofRLs>

Only one RL
information
response group
for one group of
combined RLs
shall be present

EACH ignore

>RL ID M 9.2.1.53 –

>DCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.20C YES ignore

Criticality Diagnostics O 9.2.1.17 YES ignore

Range Bound Explanation
maxnoofRLs Maximum number of RLs for a UE
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8.3.2 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation

8.3.2.1 General

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio
Link(s) related to one Node B Communication Context.

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1.

8.3.2.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

Figure 30: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control
Port assigned for this Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according
to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other
specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A.

DCH Modification:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Modify IE then the Node B
shall treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the Node B should store this information for
this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising
between different frames in the downlink on the radio interface in congestion situations within the Node B once
the new configuration has been activated.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the UL of a DCH, the Node B shall apply the
new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the DL of a DCH, the Node B shall apply the
new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the DCHs to
Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only if
it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-
ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in
the new configuration.
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- If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a DCH which belongs to a set of co-ordinated
DCHs, the Node B shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in
the new configuration.

- [TDD – If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B
shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL of a DCH to be modified, the Node B
shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.]

DCH Addition:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Add IEs then the Node B shall
treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs to Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the DCHs to
Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only if it
can include all of them in the new configuration.

- [FDD – For DCHs which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs with the QE-Selector IE set to "selected",
the Transport channel BER from that DCH shall be the base for the QE in the UL data frames. If no Transport
channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16]. If
the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE in the UL data
frames, ref. [16].]

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-Selector IE set to
"selected" shall be used for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [16]. [FDD – If no Transport channel BER is
available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16]. If all DCHs have
the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE, ref. [16].]

- The Node B should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new configuration.
The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames in the downlink
on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the new configuration has been activated.

- The Node B shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window Start Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window End Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- [TDD – The Node B shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the DL) in the Downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – The Node B shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the UL) in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs to Delete IE, the Node B shall not
include the referenced DCHs in the new configuration.

If all of the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs are requested to be deleted, the Node B shall not include
this set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

Physical Channel Modification:

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an UL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows: ]
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- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Uplink Scrambling Code IE, the Node B shall apply this
Uplink Scrambling Code to the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Min UL Channelisation Code Length IE, the Node B shall
apply the value in the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the contents of the Max Number of UL
DPDCHs IE (if it is included) in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the value for the UL
inner loop power control when the new configuration is being used.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply the value in the
uplink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the UL (if present) when reserving resources for the uplink of the
new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Uplink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new
Uplink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.]

- [FDD - If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Diversity Mode IE, the Node B shall apply diversity according
to the given value.]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes an SSDT Cell Identity Length IE and/or an S-Field Length IE, the
Node B shall apply the values in the new configuration.]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL DPCH Information IE, the
Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the DL (if it is present) when reserving resources for the downlink
of the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE or the TFCI Presence IE, the Node
B shall use the information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the DL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new
Downlink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Multiplexing Position IE, the Node B shall apply the
indicated multiplexing type in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Used", the Node B shall, if
supported, use Limited Power Increase according to ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power control
in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Not Used", the Node B
shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH Code Mapping IE, then the Node B shall apply the
defined mapping between TFCI values and PDSCH channelisation codes.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH RL ID IE, then the Node B shall infer that the
PDSCH for the specified user will be transmitted on the defined radio link.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern
Sequence Information IE, the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context
is deleted.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Modification]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL CCTrCH to Modify or DL
CCTrCH to Modify IE, then the Node B shall treat them each as follows:]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any of the TFCS IE, TFCI coding IE or Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply these
as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this CCTrCH are still applicable.]
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- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Add IE or DL DPCH To Add IE, the Node B shall include this DPCH
in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Delete IE or DL DPCH To Delete IE, the Node B shall remove this
DPCH in the new configuration.]

- [TDD – If the IE includes any UL DPCH To Modify IE or DL DPCH To Modify IE and includes any of the
Repetition Period IE, Repetition Length IE or TDD DPCH Offset IE, or the message includes UL/DL Timeslot
Information and includes any of the [3.84Mcps TDD - Midamble Shift And Burst Type IE, Time Slot IE],
[1.28Mcps TDD - Midamble Shift LCR IE, Time Slot LCR IE], or TFCI Presence IE or the message includes
UL/DL Code information and includes [3.84Mcps TDD - TDD Channelisation Code IE], [1.28Mcps TDD -
TDD Channelisation Code LCR IE], the Node B shall apply these specified information elements as the new
values, otherwise the old values specified for this DPCH configuration are still applicable.]

- [1.28Mcps TDD – If the UL CCTrCH To Modify IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the
value for the UL inner loop power control according [19] and [21] when the new configuration is being used.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Addition]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL CCTrCH To Add IE or DL
CCTrCH To Add IE, the Node B shall include this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

[TDD – If the UL/DL CCTrCH To Add IE includes any UL/DL DPCH Information IE, the Node B shall reserve
necessary resources for the new configuration of the UL/DL DPCH(s) according to the parameters given in the
message.]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL CCTrCH To Add IE, the Node
B shall set the TPC step size of that CCTrCH to the same value as the lowest numbered DL CCTrCH in the current
configuration.]

[1.28Mcps TDD –The Node B shall use the UL SIR Target IE in the UL CCTrCH To Add IE as the UL SIR value for
the inner loop power control for this CCTrCH according [19] and [21] in the new configuration.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Deletion]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any UL or DL CCTrCH to be
deleted , the Node B shall remove this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

DL Power Control:

- [FDD - If the RL Information IE includes the DL Reference Power IEs and the power balancing is active, the
Node B shall update the reference power of the power balancing in the indicated RL(s), if updating of power
balancing parameters by the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message is supported, at the CFN
in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION COMMIT message, according to subclause 8.3.7, using the DL
Reference Power IE. If the CFN modulo the value of the Adjustment Period IE is not equal to 0, the power
balancing continues with the old reference power until the end of the current adjustment period, and the updated
reference power shall be used from the next adjustment period.

[FDD - If updating of power balancing parameters by the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message is
supported by the Node B, the Node B shall include the DL Power Balancing Updated Indicator IE in the RL
Information Response IE in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message.]

DSCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DSCH To Add, DSCH To Modify or
DSCH To Delete IE, then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the indicated DSCH channels
to/from the radio link, in the same way as the DCH info is used to add/modify/release DCHs.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message both the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE for the transport bearer to be established for each DSCH.

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE,
then the Node B shall support the establishment of a transport bearer on which the DSCH TFCI Signaling control
frames shall be received if one does not already exist or shall apply the new values if such a bearer does already exist
for this Node B Communication Context. The Binding ID IE and Transport Layer Address IE of any new bearer to be
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set up for this purpose shall be returned in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message. If the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message specifies that the TFCI2 transport bearer is to be deleted, then the
Node B shall release the resources associated with that bearer in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the TFCI2 Bearer Request Indicator
IE in the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE with the value "New Bearer Requested", the Node B shall, if supported,
establish a new transport bearer replacing the existing transport bearer on which the DSCH TFCI Signaling control
frames shall be received. The Binding ID IE and Transport Layer Address IE of a new bearer to be set up for this
purpose shall be returned in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message.]

[FDD – If the TFCI Signalling Mode IE within the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message indicates
that there shall be a hard split on the TFCI field but a TFCI2 transport bearer has not already been set up and TFCI2
Bearer Information IE is not included in the message, then the Node B shall transmit the TFCI2 field with zero power
in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the TFCI Signalling Mode IE within the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message indicates
that there shall be a hard split on the TFCI and the TFCI2 Bearer Information IE is included in the message, then the
Node B shall transmit the TFCI2 field with zero power until Synchronisation is achieved on the TFCI2 transport bearer
and the first valid DSCH TFCI Signalling control frame is received on this bearer in the new configuration (see ref.
[24]).]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Length Of TFCI2 IE, then the
Node B shall apply the length of TFCI (field 2) indicated in the message in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message does not include the Length Of TFCI2 IE and
the Split Type IE is present with the value "Hard", then the Node B shall assume the length of  the TFCI (field 2) is 5
bits in the new configuration.]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the DSCH Common Information IE,
the Node B shall treat it as follows:]

- [FDD - If the Enhanced DSCH PC Indicator IE is included and set to "Enhanced DSCH PC Active in the UE ",
the Node B shall activate enhanced DSCH power control in accordance with ref. [10] subclause 5.2.2, if
supported, using either:]

- [FDD - the SSDT Cell Identity for EDSCHPC IE in the RL Information IE, if the SSDT Cell Identity IE is not
included in the RL Information IE or]

- [FDD - the SSDT Cell Identity IE in the RL Information IE, if both the SSDT Cell Identity IE and the SSDT
Cell Identity for EDSCHPC IE are included in the RL Information IE.]

[FDD - together with the SSDT Cell Identity Length IE in UL DPCH Information IE, and Enhanced DSCH PC
IE, in the new configuration.]

[FDD - If the enhanced DSCH power control is activated and the TFCI power control in DSCH hard split mode is
supported, the primary/secondary status determination in the enhanced DSCH power control is also applied to the TFCI
power control in DSCH hard split mode.]

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Enhanced DSCH PC Indicator
IE set to "Enhanced DSCH PC not Active in the UE", the Node B shall deactivate enhanced DSCH power control in the
new configuration.]

[TDD – USCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes USCH information for the
USCHs to be added/modified/deleted then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the
indicated USCH channels to/from the radio link, in the same way as the DCH info is used to add/modify/release
DCHs.]

- [TDD – The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message both the
Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE for the transport bearer to be established for each USCH.]

RL Information:
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If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the RL Information IE, the Node B shall treat
it as follows:

- [FDD – When more than one DL DPDCH are assigned per RL, the segmented physical channel shall be mapped on
to DL DPDCHs according to [8]. When p number of DL DPDCHs are assigned to each RL, the first pair of DL
Scrambling Code and FDD DL Channelisation Code Number corresponds to "PhCH number 1", the second to
"PhCH number 2", and so on until the pth to "PhCH number p".]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active in the UE", the Node B may
activate SSDT using the SSDT Cell Identity IE in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the Qth Parameter IE and the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active
in the UE", the Node B shall use the Qth Parameter IE, if Qth signalling is supported, when SSDT is activated in
the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT not Active in the UE", the Node B
shall deactivate SSDT in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE includes a DL Code Information IE, the Node B shall apply the values in the new
configuration.]

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequence Code Information IE in the
DL Code Information IE for any of the allocated DL Channelisation Codes, the Node B shall apply the alternate
scrambling code as indicated whenever the downlink compressed mode method SF/2 is active in the new
configuration.]

- If the RL Information IE includes the Maximum DL Power and/or the Minimum DL Power IEs, the Node B shall
apply the values in the new configuration. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k) , as described in ref.[10]
subclause 5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

- [TDD – If the RL Information IE includes the Initial DL Transmission Power IE, the Node B shall determine the
initial CCTrCH DL power for each CCTrCH by the following rule: If the CCTrCH Initial DL Transmission
Power IE is included for that CCTrCH, then the Node B shall use that power for the initial CCTrCH DL power,
otherwise the initial CCTrCH DL power is the Initial DL Transmission Power IE included in the RL Information
IE. The Node B shall apply the determined initial CCTrCH DL power to the transmission on each DPCH of the
CCTrCH when starting transmission on a new CCTrCH until the UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is
achieved for the CCTrCH. If no Initial DL Transmission Power IE is included with a new CCTrCH (even if
CCTrCH Initial DL Transmission Power IEs are included), the Node B shall use any transmission power level
currently used on already existing CCTrCHs when starting transmission for a new CCTrCH. No inner loop
power control shall be performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to the inner loop
power control (see ref.[22], subclause 4.2.3.3).]

- [FDD- If the RL Information IE includes the DL DPCH Timing Adjustment IE, the Node B shall adjust the
timing of the radio link accordingly in the new configuration.]

[TDD - PDSCH RL ID]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the PDSCH RL ID IE then in
the new configuration the Node B shall use the PDSCH and/or PUSCH in this radio link.]

Signalling bearer rearrangement:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Signalling Bearer Request Indicator IE
the Node B shall, if supported , allocate a new Communication Control Port for the control of the Node B
Communication Context and include the Target Communication Control Port ID IE in the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION READY message.

HS-DSCH Addition/Modification/Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any HS-DSCH To Add IE or HS-DSCH To
Modify IE or HS-DSCH To Delete IE, then the Node B shall use this information to add/modify/delete the indicated HS-
DSCH channel to/from the radio link.
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If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an HS-PDSCH RL ID IE, then the Node B
shall configure the HS-PDSCH in the radio link indicated by this IE, while removing any existing HS-PDSCH
resources from other radio links associated with the Node B Communication Context.

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an HS-DSCH-RNTI IE, then the Node B
shall use the HS-DSCH-RNTI for the Node B Communication Context.

If the RADIO LINK CONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an HS-DSCH To Delete IE requesting the
deletion of certain HS-DSCH resources for the Node B Communication Context, the Node B shall remove the indicated
HS-DSCH in the new configuration.

The Node B shall include the HS-DSCH Initial Capacity Allocation IE in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
READY message for each MAC-d flow, if the Node B allows the CRNC to start transmission of MAC-d PDUs before
the Node B has allocated capacity on user plane as described in [24].

General

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Transport Layer Address IE and Binding
ID IEs in the DSCHs To Modify, DSCHs To Add, [TDD - USCHs To Modify, USCHs To Add], HS-DSCH To Modify,
HS-DSCH To Add or in the RL Specific DCH Information IEs, the Node B may use the transport layer address and the
binding identifier received from the CRNC when establishing a transport bearer for any Transport Channel or HS-
DSCH MAC-d flow being added, or any Transport Channel or HS-DSCH MAC-d flow being modified for which a new
transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator IE.

If the requested modifications are allowed by the Node B and the Node B has successfully reserved the required
resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s), it shall respond to the CRNC with the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION READY message. When this procedure has been completed successfully there exists a
Prepared Reconfiguration, as defined in subclause 3.1.

In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message, the Node B shall include the RL Information Response
IE for each affected Radio Link.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message the Transport Layer Address
IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE for any Transport Channel or HS-DSCH MAC-d flow
being added or any Transport Channel or HS-DSCH MAC-d flow being modified for which a new transport bearer was
requested with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator IE.

In case of a DCH requiring a new transport bearer on Iub, the Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE shall
be included in the IE DCH Information Response IE.

In the case of a set of co-ordinated DCHs requiring a new transport bearer on the Iub interface, the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the DCH in the
set of co-ordinated DCHs.

In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the Node B,the RL Information Response
IE shall be included only for one of the combined RLs. T the Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the
DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links.

8.3.2.3 Unsuccessful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE

Figure 31: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Unsuccessful Operation

If the Node B cannot reserve the necessary resources for all the new DCHs of one set of co-ordinated DCHs requested
to be added, it shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed.
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If the requested Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure fails for one or more RLs, the Node B
shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC, indicating the reason for failure.

Typical cause values are as follows:

Radio Network Layer Cause

- UL SF not supported

- DL SF not supported

- Downlink Shared Channel Type not supported

- Uplink Shared Channel Type not supported

- CM not supported

- Number of DL codes not supported

- Number of UL codes not supported

- RL Timing Adjustment not supported

Transport Layer Cause

- Transport Resources Unavailable

Miscellaneous Cause

- O&M Intervention

- Control processing overload

- HW failure

8.3.2.4 Abnormal Conditions

If only a subset of all the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs is requested to be deleted, the Node B shall
regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed and shall send the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

If more than one DCH of a set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected" [TDD – or no DCH of a
set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected"], the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio
Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as failed and shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
FAILURE message.

[FDD - If the RL Information IE includes the SSDT Indication IE set to "SSDT Active in the UE" and SSDT is not
active in the current configuration, the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation
procedure as failed if the UL DPCH Information IE does not include the SSDT Cell Identity Length IE. In this case, it
shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE
with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, and if the DCHs in the DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE do not have the
same Transmission Time Interval IE in the Semi-Static Transport Format Information IE, then the Node B shall reject
the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.

[FDD - If the RL Information IE includes the DL Reference Power IEs, but the power balancing is not active in the
indicated RL(s), the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having
failed and the Node B shall respond with the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message with the cause
value "Power Balancing status not compatible".]

[FDD - If the power balancing is active with the Power Balancing Adjustment Type of the Node B Communication
Context set to "Common" in the existing RL(s) but the RL Information IE includes more than one DL Reference Power
IEs, the Node B shall regard the Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as having failed and
the Node B shall respond with the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message with the cause value
"Power Balancing status not compatible".]
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[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Length Of TFCI2 IE but the
TFCI Signalling Option IE is set to "Normal", then the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message does not include the Length Of TFCI2 IE but
the Split Type IE is set to "Logical", then the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Split Type IE set to the value
"Hard" and the Length Of TFCI2 IE set to the value "5", then the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message contains the Transport Layer Address IE or the
Binding ID IE when establishing a transport bearer for any Transport Channel or HS-DSCH MAC-d flow being added,
or any Transport Channel or HS-DSCH MAC-d flow being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested
with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator IE, and not both are present for a transport bearer intended to be
established, the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.
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8.3.5 Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration

8.3.5.1 General

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used to reconfigure Radio Link(s) related to one UE-
UTRAN connection within a Node B.

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used when there is no need to synchronise the time of the
switching from the old to the new configuration in one Node B used for a UE-UTRAN connection with any other Node
B also used for the UE–UTRAN connection.

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists,
as defined in subclause 3.1.

8.3.5.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

Figure 34: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Procedure, Successful Operation

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control Port
assigned for this Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall modify the configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in
the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A.

DCH Modification:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Modify IE then the Node B
shall treat them each as follows:

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the Node B should store this information for
this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising
between different frames in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the
new configuration has been activated.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the UL, the Node B shall apply the new
Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the Transport Format Set IE for the DL, the Node B shall apply the new
Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, then the Node B shall treat the DCHs in the
DCHs To Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall
apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall apply
the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.
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- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall
apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL
of a DCH to be modified, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL
of a DCH to be modified, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Addition:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCH To Add IE, the Node B shall
reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the
message and include these DCHs in the new configuration. In particular:

- If a DCHs To Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs for a DCH to be added, the Node B shall treat the
DCHs in the DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The Node B shall include these DCHs in the new
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration.

- [FDD - For DCHs which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs with the QE-Selector IE set to "selected", the
Node B shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCHas the base for the QE in the UL data frames. If no
Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE
[16]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE in the UL
data frames, ref. [16].]

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the Node B shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" as the QE in the UL data frames [16]. [FDD – If no Transport channel BER is
available for the selected DCH, the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE [16]. If all DCHs have the
QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the Physical channel BER shall be used for the QE [16].]

- The Node B should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new configuration.
The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames in the downlink
on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the Node B once the new configuration has been activated.

- The Node B shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window Start Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- The Node B shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new
Time of Arrival Window End Point in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new
configuration.

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL
of a DCH to be added, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the downlink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

- [TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL
of a DCH to be added, the Node B shall apply the new CCTrCH ID in the Uplink of this DCH in the new
configuration.]

DCH Deletion:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCH to be deleted from the Radio
Link(s), the Node B shall not include this DCH in the new configuration.

If all of the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs are requested to be deleted, the Node B shall not include
this set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new configuration.

[FDD - Physical Channel Modification:]
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[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes an UL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCS IE for the UL, the Node B shall apply the new TFCS in
the Uplink of the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes a DL DPCH Information IE, then
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes on the TFCS IE for the DL, the Node B shall apply the new
TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE, the Node B shall use the
information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.

- [FDD – If the Length Of TFCI2 IE is included, then the Node B shall apply the length of TFCI (field
2) indicated in the message in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the Length Of TFCI2 IE is not included and the Split Type IE is present with the value
"Hard", then the Node B shall assume the value of the TFCI (field 2) is 5 bits in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Used", the Node B shall, if
supported, use Limited Power Increase according to ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power control
in the new configuration.]

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE set to "Not Used", the Node B
shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern
Sequence Information IE, the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context
is deleted.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Modification]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any UL CCTrCH To Modify IE or
DL CCTrCH To Modify IE in the Radio Link(s), the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration
of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the message.]

[TDD – If the UL/DL CCTrCH To Modify IE includes TFCS IE and/or Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply these
as the new values, otherwise the old values specified for this CCTrCH are still applicable.]

[TDD – UL/DL CCTrCH Deletion]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any UL CCTrCH To Delete IE or
DL CCTrCH To Delete IE, the Node B shall not include this CCTrCH in the new configuration.]

DL Power Control:

- [FDD – If the Radio Link Information IE includes the DL Reference Power IE and the power balancing is active,
the Node B shall update the reference power of the power balancing in the indicated RL(s), if updating of power
balancing parameters by the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message is supported, using the
DL Reference Power IE in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message. The updated
reference power shall be used from the next adjustment period.]

[FDD – If updating of power balancing parameters by the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message is
supported by the Node B, the Node B shall include the DL Power Balancing Updated Indicator IE in the RL
Information Response IE in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message.]

RL Information:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the RL Information IE, the Node B shall
treat it as follows:
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- If the RL Information IE includes the Maximum DL Power IE, the Node B shall apply this value to the new
configuration and not transmit with a higher power on any Downlink DPCH of the Radio Link once the new
configuration is being used. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k) , as described in ref.[10] subclause
5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

- If the RL Information IE includes the Minimum DL Power IE, the Node B shall apply this value to the new
configuration and never transmit with a lower power on any Downlink Channelisation Code of the Radio Link
once the new configuration is being used.

- [FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequence Code Information IE in the DL
Code Information IE for any of the allocated DL Channelisation Codes, the Node B shall apply the alternate
scrambling code as indicated whenever the downlink compressed mode method SF/2 is active in the new
configuration.]

Signalling Bearer Re-arrangement:

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Signalling Bearer Request Indicator IE,
the Node B shall, if supported, allocate a new Communication Control Port for the control of the Node B
Communication Context and include the Target Communication Control Port ID IE in the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message.

General

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the RL Specific DCH Information IE, the
Node B may use the transport layer address and the binding identifier received from the CRNC when establishing a
transport bearer for any Transport Channel being added or any Transport Channel being modified for which a new
transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator IE.

If the requested modifications are allowed by the Node B, the Node B has successfully allocated the required resources,
and changed to the new configuration, it shall respond to the CRNC with the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
RESPONSE message.

In the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message, the Node B shall include the RL Information
Response IE for each affected Radio Link.

The Node B shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE for any Transport Channel being added or any
Transport Channel being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request
Indicator IE. The detailed frame protocol handling during transport bearer replacement is described in [16], subclause
5.10.1.

In the case of a set of co-ordinated DCHs requiring a new transport bearer on the Iub interface, the Transport Layer
Address IE and the Binding ID IE in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the DCH in the
set of coordinated DCHs.

In the case of a Radio Link being combined with another Radio Link within the Node B, the RL Information Response
IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links. The Transport Layer Address IE and the Binding ID IE
in the DCH Information Response IE shall be included only for one of the combined Radio Links.

In the case of a signalling bearer re-arrangement, the new Communication Control Port shall be used once the Node B
has sent the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message via the old Communication Control Port.
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8.3.5.3 Unsuccessful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE

Figure 35: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure, Unsuccessful Operation

If the Node B cannot allocate the necessary resources for all the new DCHs of one set of co-ordinated DCHs requested
to be set-up, it shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed.

If the requested Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure fails for one or more Radio Link(s), the Node B
shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC, indicating the reason for failure.

Typical cause values are as follows:

Radio Network Layer Cause

- CM not supported

Transport Layer Cause

- Transport Resources Unavailable

Miscellaneous Cause

- O&M Intervention

- Control processing overload

- HW failure

8.3.5.4 Abnormal Conditions

If only a subset of all the DCHs belonging to a set of co-ordinated DCHs is requested to be deleted, the Node B shall
regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed and shall send the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

[FDD – If the RL Information IE contains the DL Code Information IE and this IE includes DL Scrambling Code and
FDD DL Channelisation Code Number IEs not matching the DL Channelisation code(s) already allocated to the Radio
Link identified by RL ID IE, then the Node B shall consider the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure
as having failed and it shall send the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message to the CRNC.

If more than one DCH of a set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected" [TDD – or no DCH of a
set of co-ordinated DCHs has the QE-Selector IE set to "selected"], the Node B shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio
Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure as failed and shall respond with a RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION
FAILURE message.

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes a DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE
with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, and if the DCHs in the DCHs To Modify IE or DCHs To Add IE do not have the
same Transmission Time Interval IE in the Semi-Static Transport Format Information IE, then the Node B shall reject
the procedure using the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.

[FDD - If the RL Information IE includes the DL Reference Power IEs, but the power balancing is not active in the
indicated RL(s), the Node B shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed
and the Node B shall respond the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message with the cause value
"Power Balancing status not compatible".]
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[FDD - If the power balancing is active with the Power Balancing Adjustment Type of the Node B Communication
Context set to "Common" in the existing RL(s) but the RL Information IE includes more than one DL Reference Power
IEs, the Node B shall regard the Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure as having failed and the Node
B shall respond the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message with the cause value "Power Balancing
status not compatible".]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Length Of TFCI2 IE but the
TFCI Signalling Option IE is set to "Normal", then the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message does not include the Length Of TFCI2 IE but
the Split Type IE is set to "Logical", then the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO LINK
RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

 [FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Split Type IE set to the value
"Hard" and the Length Of TFCI2 IE set to the value "5", then the Node B shall reject the procedure using the RADIO
LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.]

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message contains the Transport Layer Address IE or the
Binding ID IE when establishing a transport bearer for any Transport Channel being added or any Transport Channel
being modified for which a new transport bearer was requested with the Transport Bearer Request Indicator IE, and not
both are present for a transport bearer intended to be established, the Node B shall reject the procedure using the
RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION FAILURE message.
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9.1.43 RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

IE/Group Name Presence Range IE Type
and

Reference

Semantics
Description

Criticality Assigned
Criticality

Message Discriminator M 9.2.1.45 –

Message Type M 9.2.1.46 YES reject

Transaction ID M 9.2.1.62 –

CRNC Communication
Context ID

M 9.2.1.18 The reserved
value "All
CRNCCC” shall
not be used.

YES ignore

RL Information Response 0..<maxno
ofRLs>

Only one RL
information
response group
for one group of
combined RLs
shall be present

EACH ignore

>RL ID M 9.2.1.53 –

>DCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.20C YES ignore

>DSCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.27A YES ignore

>USCH Information
Response

O 9.2.3.29 TDD only YES ignore

>TFCI2 Bearer Information
Response

O 9.2.2.49A FDD only.
There shall be
only one TFCI2
bearer per
Node B
Communication
Context.

–

>DL Power Balancing
Updated Indicator

O 9.2.2.12D YES ignore

>HS-DSCH FDD
Information Response

O 9.2.2.18E YES ignore

>HS-DSCH TDD
Information Response

O 9.2.3.5G YES ignore

Criticality Diagnostics O 9.2.1.17 YES ignore
Target Communication
Control Port ID

O 9.2.1.15 YES ignore

Range Bound Explanation
maxnoofRLs Maximum number of RLs for a UE
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9.1.48 RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

IE/Group Name Presence Range IE Type
and

Reference

Semantics
Description

Criticality Assigned
Criticality

Message Discriminator M 9.2.1.45 –

Message Type M 9.2.1.46 YES reject

Transaction ID M 9.2.1.62 –

CRNC Communication
Context ID

M 9.2.1.18 The reserved
value "All
CRNCCC” shall
not be used.

YES ignore

RL Information Response 0..<maxno
ofRLs>

Only one RL
information
response group
for one group of
combined RLs
shall be present

EACH ignore

>RL ID M 9.2.1.53 –

>DCH Information
Response

O 9.2.1.20C YES ignore

>DL Power Balancing
Updated Indicator

O 9.2.2.12D YES ignore

Criticality Diagnostics O 9.2.1.17 YES ignore
Target Communication
Control Port ID

O 9.2.1.15 YES ignore

Range Bound Explanation
maxnoofRLs Maximum number of RLs for a UE
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